World War One (1914-1918) – FOR TEACHERS

You can find the answers to the crossword puzzle within the National Churchill Museum.

Across:
2 - The military forces of a nation, exclusive of the Navy and in some countries the Air Force. Army
4 - A republic in South Europe, comprising a peninsula South of the Alps Italy
6 - Military operations for a specific objective Campaign
8 - A long narrow excavation in the ground; the earth is thrown up in front to serve as a shelter from enemies. Trench
11 - Extensive region in the Russian federation in North Asia Serbia

Down:
1 - The largest armed ships in a fleet; these were used to attain command of the sea and represented the highest point of a nation's naval power from the nineteenth century up until World War II. Battleship
3 - The war fought mainly in Europe and the Middle East between the Central Powers and the Allies World War I
5 - The act that occurs during battle Fighting
7 - World War One was the "War for International ________ " Freedom
9 - One of the seven continents; to the west is the North Atlantic Ocean. To the east is the Caspian Sea. To the southeast is the Black Sea. Europe
10 - An act of catching, winning, or gaining control by force, stratagem, or deceit Capture